Dear IPGCL/PPCL team,

After joining as the CMD of the IPGCL/PPCL & DTL and understanding their functioning, I asked for the suggestions from everybody in DTL. You would be happy to know that we got very good quality, feasible suggestions, many of which we implemented or are in the process of getting implemented.

Encouraged by the response of the officers & employees of DTL in suggesting the ideas to make improvements and the potential of their ideas to upgrade the system, I solicit your suggestions on the following questions:

1. With your experience & expertise, what do you think are the three main actions that our company should take to strengthen and improve generation and to look for new avenues for the company’s growth (Innovative, fresh ideas would be appreciated more).
2. What are the three main actions that your division should take to implement the ideas suggested by you in response to question no.1?
3. What are the three main actions that you will take to implement the ideas suggested in response to question no.2?
4. Any out of the box, creative, workable suggestions for top management, middle management, field management level to improve the overall functioning of the company.

Your response should reach me at md.ipgpp@nic.in in one week. I will personally go through them all. I further assure that, with strong teamwork of you all, the company would strive its best to implement all feasible and practicable suggestions.

(Padmini Singla)
Chairperson & Managing Director